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About the Advanced Automation Platform
The CBTS Advanced Automation Platform features a streamlined interface, integrated notifications, and enhanced
permissions. It builds on the underlying Red Hat® Ansible® Automation Platform by providing role-based access control,
security, auditing, and delegation capabilities required in the enterprise. It can utilize the REST API and CLI, making it easy
to embed the Platform into existing tools and processes.

Enable Digital Modernization
• Drastically accelerate speed to market

• Increase infrastructure stability

• Foster a DevOps culture

• Ensure continuous compliance

• Scale hybrid-cloud environments
As your business relies more heavily on technology, it becomes more vulnerable to security threats. Red Hat Ansible
Automation Platform from CBTS makes regulatory and infrastructure compliance more proactive. You can:
• Apply corporate compliance and governance policies across all environments.
• Identify and manage security vulnerabilities faster.
• More proactively respond to breaches.
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Ansible Hosted Services: Engage users with an automation focused experience

Scale

Ansible Tower: Operate and control scale

Create

Ansible Engine: Universal language of automation
Fueled by an open source community
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Improve efficiency
• Maximize current resources while investing and involving your entire IT organization.

Increase productivity
• Accelerate business outcomes and consolidate tools across your entire hybrid-cloud infrastructure.
• Control risk and expenses.
• Increase compliance while minimizing errors and reducing the cost of production.

Achieving Results That Matter
The first step in achieving IT and business objectives is automating your environment with Ansible Automation Platform.
Your scarce resources can be deployed elsewhere and be focused on innovation and utilizing their talents rather than
managing the mundane tasks within your environment.
By adding Red Hat Ansible Tower, you can improve automatic deployments, address compliance and governance
through automated remediation and avoid system creep.
The outcome is a simple, efficient, and much more powerful environment that fully maximizes resources, speeds time to
innovation, and reduces costs.

Your Automation Journey Begins with CBTS
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Through automation, CBTS and Red Hat streamline your IT organization, reducing the time and manual effort needed
to manage your systems and provides maximum efficiency, which has significant benefits for your business’s agility and
speed.
Talk to CBTS today to discuss advanced automation strategies and how we can help.
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